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Technical tip: Consider these steps when installing 
and removing rubber-to-metal parts  
 
• Check rubber-to-metal parts regularly due to dynamic load  
• Replace defective rubber-to-metal parts in pairs  
• Lemförder original parts are first choice  

 
The effects of defective steering and suspension components on 
the steering of the vehicle and thus the safety of its passengers are 
enormous. Particularly with modern chassis designs, it is important 
that the interaction of all relevant components are a 100 percent 
functional. In addition to the main suspension gear components, 
small elements such as rubber-to-metal parts should also be 
checked and replaced regularly. 

Within the chassis system rubber-to-metal parts (RTM) absorb 
unwanted vibrations and noise. They act as the elastic connection 
between the individual chassis components. Additionally, these parts 
have an influence on noise generation and transmission, steering 
behavior and driving stability. This is especially true for road bumps, 
braking and evasive maneuvers. The specific dimensioning and shaping 
of the RTM has an influence on the chassis tuning: It improves steering 
behavior and driving stability supported by suspension strut support 
bearings, subframe bearings, control arm bearings, stabilizer bar 
bearings or axle beam bearings. Depending on the make and model up 
to twelve different RTM can be installed within the chassis system.  

Other crucial parts - in addition to conventional rubber bearings - are 
hydraulically damped bearings namely axle housing, axle beam and 
control arm bearings. Due to the damping properties of the fluid in 
addition to the rubber core, the so-called hydromounts achieve 
optimum vibration reduction in higher frequency ranges.  
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Although RTM are not amongst the classic wear parts, their complex 
tasks mean that they are subject to high dynamic loads and harmful 
environmental influences such as heat or road salt. These factors can 
lead to heavy wear and tear. Damaged RTM in the chassis not only 
impair safety and comfort, they can also have a negative impact on 
adjacent chassis components. If a defect is detected, the affected parts 
need to be replaced immediately – ideally in pairs for maximum safety. 
  
Installation and removal of rubber-to-metal parts  
The installation and removal of these components requires suitable 
tools, sometimes also special tools. Prior to dismounting, it is essential 
to pay attention to the position of the bearing in order to identify any 
installation-relevant positions – an important information later during 
mounting. ZF Aftermarket experts generally recommend marking the 
installation position in advance. In some cases, positioning marks on the 
parts themselves and/or at the mounting position allow a precise fitting 
of the new bearing. Oil as an assembly aid should not be used for RTM, 
as it corrodes the rubber and thus damages it. A soap solution is a more 
suitable option in this case. The fixing bolts of handlebar and strut 
support bearings should only be tightened to the required torque when 
the vehicle is back in its original position. This avoids distortion within 
the bearing, which leads to premature wear of the new parts. 
  

Check rubber bellows and steering boots  
Mechanics are also advised to check whether the rubber bellows on the 
landing gear joints are worn, damaged or leaking. If dirt particles have 
entered the joint, they could completely dissolve the inner plastic ball 
shell and damage the ball and the joint housing. This means that the 
joint clearance no longer meets the requirements. This is also the case if 
pitting corrosion become visible at the spring clamping rings of the 
rubber bellows. During steering, the track rod requires special attention: 
In addition to the rubber bellows, the steering boot needs to be 
checked for damage. ZF Aftermarket recommends press-out tools for 
dismantling the joints.  
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In order to guarantee customers increased driving comfort, workshops 
should consider using spare parts in original equipment quality. This 
ensures the optimal interaction of the various components. Under the 
Lemförder brand, ZF Aftermarket offers a comprehensive range of 
steering and chassis components in OE quality, characterized by a long 
service life and maximum driving comfort. 
 
 
Caption: 
In addition to the main chassis components, small parts such as rubber-
to-metal parts must also be checked regularly.  
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ZF Friedrichshafen AG 
ZF is a global technology company and supplies systems for passenger cars, 
commercial vehicles and industrial technology, enabling the next generation of mobility. 
ZF allows vehicles to see, think and act. In the four technology domains Vehicle Motion 
Control, Integrated Safety, Automated Driving, and Electric Mobility, ZF offers 
comprehensive solutions for established vehicle manufacturers and newly emerging 
transport and mobility service providers. ZF electrifies different kinds of vehicles. With 
its products, the company contributes to reducing emissions and protecting the climate. 
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ZF, which acquired WABCO Holdings Inc. on May 29, 2020, now has 160,000 
employees worldwide with approximately 260 locations in 41 countries. In 2019, the 
two then-independent companies achieved sales of €36.5 billion (ZF) and $3.4 billion 
(WABCO). 
 
With integrated solutions and the entire ZF product portfolio, the ZF Aftermarket 
Division of ZF Friedrichshafen AG guarantees the performance and efficiency of vehicles 
throughout their life cycle. Its combination of established product brands, digital 
innovations, customized products and services, and a worldwide service network has 
made ZF a sought-after partner and number two in the global automotive aftermarket. 
 
For further press information and photos please visit: www.zf.com 

http://www.zf.com/

